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Introduction

My aims Tor,this seminar are:

4.s

0=,..

1) to introduce to you some open classroom
andunified educational-theories and
techniqu9s thatyou might wish to use
in your own classrooms;

2) tp introdu'oe a "developmental approach"
for the teaching-of. a l fisense of hi6tory"
for all people (K- College);

3) to offer `you a chance to use the techniques.
that'we willr-discuss so that you will knOw
what4It feels liketo .1)4 taught.inan
open classroom style; and,

4) to develop a learning group workshop format
In which your work as well as my own con-
tribute to the grOlhg body of literature
about open classroom teaching (1.e/.- I would
like us to publiSh a pamphlet at the end of
the seminar that *ill'desdribe whams we have
learned;together;in some of the ruhatiarted"
areas abut which we will be thinking).

From Mytfirst meeting'with.you I gathered that
some of your aims include:)

1) Deve1.01Jni your own "sense of history ";

2) Discussing some of the 'theory
options that we libted on the

3) Receiving credit for the work

1 Doing some new reading'and thinking in:
fresh areas; and,

and technique
blackboard;.

that you do;

5) Getting to know each other.

What' other primary:aims.do you-have for.the seminar ?.

This is a modular
rather than a "product"

f

Modular Syllabus

yllabus It 1.s a "process"
yllabus. As, he semester
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develops we will be aiding tothe information and
activities that'the syllabus will contain.

A'modular syllabus is one of the keys'to
effective open classroom teaching.

I think it would-be unprcifeSsional if a doctor
were .UO walk pinto a clinic and order 5cc pf penicillin
for ailgoif the people there without even looking at'
them or talking with them. By.the same-token, I think
it is 'wrong, for a.teacher to walk into a class with
a neat .syllabus tucked into his or her briefcase.
To carry- the analogy further, a doctor who' prescribes
a uniforth dosage of' mpdieation for all patients
is like a teacher who assigns oneitextbook for all
students. Some peoples will did\from penicillin reaction
just as somefstudents "fail" from "textbook tur&bff".

,Every open classroom teacher should have a list
of three Or.four.hundred basic resoui.ceS in his or
hermind that he/she can suggest for'work by their
students (Just as a doctor uses .a pharmacy -.or a
lawyer uses his case study precedentS).'

c)..

In Open classroom teaching, the teacher provides
suggestions and afternatives (i.e. ample,structure)
and the students-areTree to choose (or add to) these
various inputs.

. ,

Thus we have had our, first "planliing session" for
the seminar:

The planning process
of open classrOom teaching.
educational models that we
sesssion:

I

Planning sessions

is crucialto the success
In terms of the alternative

discuSsedNat our planning

Utocratic model
beral model;-

-open classroom. model:
unified edycational model
free school made].

the planning that goes on in an open.classroom should
be a balance of.three forces (a delicate balance indeed):

0

1) the expectations of what the teacher thinks-
.

Solildobe'learned;

2) the expectationsi.Of what the. student4 think
'should-be learned; and,

3) the expectations of what the.inStitution (school)
think should be taught.

-00006
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No one of these three should. completely dominate
.

the other two.-If only the teacher's wishes are written
into the syllabus, this.ivan autocratic model. If
onlYthe student's wishes become the.course outline,
then this is a free. school model. And if only the
institution (e.g. a departmental set of lesson plans
or performance objectivep) sets the goals for the
course, then this is a wrefoimed" (ioeepost 1958)
liberal model.

. Finding the blend of the three sets of expectations
listed above will be one of 'your hardest tasks as an
openc1assroom teacher.

The teach as a professidnal diagnostician must
be able to make udgments'concerning"where th students
are at"; what, kind of content material and re ources
they are ready for and can use successfully; at kirfd
of learning that hell or she as a, teacher can do.in
the classtoom (if teachers themselves don't continue
to grow and learn then-they too become turned off
by their classrooms); *and,, what kind of content has
been mandated by one's department, school board or
supervisor that 'is essdhtlal to the subject bding
taught.

V

Thu e teacher's first job in planning a
cOurse 9 tudy is tofind out what expectations
are focuSeft on the classroom from all sources.

What I usually do for my classe$ is spend two
or weeks before the class begins articulating
to myself ;these listssof institutional and.personAl
expectations. I Come'to the first clasS prepared with

. a long list of.cohtent options (usually "topics" -
but they could be skills, tools, etc), to pi-esent
to the stwientS for'their conskderation.

This is one of the thing6 that makes open clasSroom:
'teaching different from free school teaching:

F-

Open 'clasSroopLteachers provide alternatives
and the students are free to choose from
among them.

But the studentS are not' free not -to choose.
They must do something-o.And that something
must satisfy the expectations of not only
themselves, but.their teachers and schools
(and even society'it0e/f) as well.

00 007
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Technique options.
.

At our first planning session I introduced the
following.options:

1) Discuss the five alternative educational
models:

autocratic-

liberal.
open classroom
unified education

1. free school

2) Discuss. the following techniques from the
Open clastroom model

learning contract's,
learning groupt
modular -dyne64
planning sessions
evaluation .Semiriars
group contracts
diagnostic work
dkielopmental appFoach
individpalized instruction

3) Discuss the following techniques from the
unified educational model:

xigoroUS generalizations
whole learning exercises
linkage exercises .

metaphorical (synectiO) exercises

4) Teachi§m and attitudinal education

5) Field experiences
e.g. "Yeliow:Pages" exercige

process'observatioh exercise

In our discussion.,you added a siith'area:

6) Developing your .ownpersonal sense of history..

From this list you chose to emphasize as major topics
for the semester:-

Developing your own personal sense of history.
The' developmental approach
The contract system
The modulak syllabqs
The Unified.- Educational philosophy and

techniques

,These will be Our group topics.
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Some of you indicated that on your.indiVidual
contracts you would like to include work on "teachism
and perhaps "process observation" inmy classroom
work at Boston State College. 4

You also shared your recent experiences with
the literature on learning theory (and we couldn't
decide what that term meant) so that.i could begin
thinking 'about resource 11sta for your contracts.

In terms of the- process that we went through
last session yoU should-nmi'be aware of a few thing's:

. ,

1) It is very difficult to gett.a group to do"
group planning. The dominant liberal model
in our 'educational'Upbringing has left you
with limited experience in participating
inAhe planning .of yolir4Th couraes.-
Usually, the teacher dOes.all the planning.:

(

2) Making detisions as a group uleans,that:the
teacher does .not "cop :out" (I tdld you what
wanted tc do and what. I thought you

"should" do this semester).

3) Decisions' Can only be made slowly and on the
basis of clearly articulated alternatives.

4) Choices must be RE4.

5.) Concensus agreement something fpr
eVeryone) isAfor me at least) the ideal
decision making process."VOting" in a'
planning session means .that the minority
getsshafted.-

6) It. is easy to avoid making decisions, and
the teacher's function 'in an open classroom
iI to put pressure on people to'decide.
Students must not be free not lb choose.

eel
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Next Session
,

Next week our topid for discussion will 1)64

"THE DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH TO TEACHING

A 'SENSE OF HISTORY"

We should also finish our planning session by
filling in a cal ndar of the major topics and the
amount of time at we will spend on each.

All of you. should. begin. thinklng about your.o
individual contracts and start doing thefollOwing
diagnostic work4.

i

1) read. theco'pypf.the Modular Syllabus
- from my history of.ideas class

.

2) do the Workbook HISTORICAL aNsituITY

3);db..the diagnostic pre-test

4) do the personal history form

(N.B. All of the above will be left in the Graduate
School office ThurSday),

5) begin collecting resource listsvn the
topics,. plus general reading that you
wish to contract to do.

/

6) Begin thinking about the writing that you
will want to do.

7) Begin thinking about whgt you. want me.
to contract to do for you.

00010
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PERSONAL. HISTORY FORM

.You. need not answer any of these questions if
you feel that-they are an Invasion of your
Privacy-,

Name

Addres8

Teldphone

How fabt can. you read (with reasonable comprehension)?

.How,many books did you read last year?,

Name a few of the titles and author:44

What journals and magazines do you read regularly?

What newspapers do you.ilead regularly?

Do you read Any-foreign.languag,,e journals "or

newspapers?

"OS

00011



Diagnose yOur writing skillst'

-StYles
narrative/ descriptiTe
analytic/ ;.nterpretive

Ski-.l levels sentences
, Paragraphs

P). essays ..

;theses
.1pOoks

(How well Can you-write at
levels above?)

Diagnose :Y.,Our-ability to do-Tesearchs
r (How well can yoU use" libraries

afidata, etc0.

e.

4 to

After having gone through the workbook HI'sTOHICAL
SENSITIVITY, tell me which stage(S) you will.
need work ow%

Stage .I - Sense of Personal HisteliY
Stage.II-- Sense of Qral. Hystory
Stage III - Senqe of ArChiVal Aistory
Stage pr. -,Awareness of Content Datd
Stage V.- Sense of Linear ChronOlogr
-Stage VI- Analytic Interpretive Ability
Stage VII - Abqtract Hypbthe4cal'AM.Iity

'
What is your strongeSt virtue?

4)0012
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DIAGNOSTIC. PRE-TEST

1) What is the 'difference between a primaryia secondaryr.
and a Lertiary sourde? Cite an exaMple'Of each.

How do hlstorian6 determine fakes and-forgeries?

How do' you "gut" a.book?:tOw do you decide' whether:.
yea' want to read a book .or not?

4

4) Do you know the names of.any famous historians? If
so, describe.a theory put forth by one of them?

What are the names of some journals that:deal with
historical topics?

00013
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DPT-2

Identify as many of the f-olIowing as .possiblas ('Cite
:\dates or general.periods (centures) when you
can)

Bhagavad Gita-

Sundiata:tegend of Old. Mali=

John F. :Wiles-

Prederick thelGreat -

Holy Roman Empire-

Roman' impiie-

Samurai- ,

Kingdom of Ghana-.

Gllgameth Epic

The Vinland Map-

Thwstyzantine Empire-'

OttoiV. Bismarck-

Dostoevskii-,

Montezuma-

Galileo-

The Limits to Giowth-

Aristophanes7

J.S. Bach-

Mamtin Luther-
4

The Enlightenment-

The Kama Sutra-

Oswalc Spengler -
ci

4.
The Gregorian Calendar',

The Rustian reVo;utIon

The Renaissance

Courtly L9ve

00014
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zA DPT- 3

Construct a whole learning chart 'listing All of 'the
major periods and civilizations from world
histbry that you can recall (cf. example):'

s.

e.

*

all

O
C.

OO

OO

OC
C.
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Teaching History Developmentally
,cl

We talked this week about the.process of teaching
history developmentally - using a seven. stage schema,

STAGE-I - Sense of,Personal Histo4 (L

.This is the earliest and deepest sense of history.
'It is an awareness of duration - time -Qpast,
-present and future.Children begin to develop this
awareness when they "ask "Where did I comer from?"
"What happened last' Christmas?" and "When,will I
die?".: For adults, this stage represents an ability
to place theirlives in a kind-of cosmic perspective.

stpp. II Sense 'of,Oral History

In this stage, history is once upon& time". It
'Is the flavorof hearing about King Arthur.. or
Hobitijioo& for the first time. It is narrative
histdrx,,as story telling. Children can beg n to -,
"feel" far away places and ti4mes through the stories, .

myths andjei5eride that they heat. Adults exhibit
this same awareness when they have A goc?d'ear-for
aneOdotes biographies, and jokes. Adults can recall
!"hearing" Presi nt_Kennedy's voice.

STAGE A ival Sense of Hittor

People of all ages get "touch" with the patt
through tactile: stimuli Wifeel" of an old'
leather bound boole.publishe& 1*

1797 - going to
n'n,d,,,ra museum, library or archives leafing through

old correspondence. The microfilmeader hat taken
much'of,the joy out of getting in touch with this
sense of the awareness of the past, b children
can disdoVer it easily in old trunks, tamp
collections and finding a long'forgotten favorite
book. In terms of adult education, this stage is

.
represented in one's ability to. handle a.masirof
data (e.g. a huge stack of mailand mimeo material);
one's own file systemrlibrary research methodology,
etc.

/

STAGE IV - Awareness of Content Data

A full sense of history must be based upon knowledgp
of data. Unfortunately, some teachers teach as :t ooh
",facts and datee_were the "only" thing that co is

in history. This stage (1.-e. Columbus sailed
-Ocean blue in 1493") is where most students get
"turned-off"f. Without purpOse or context, content
data is likefrmemorizing a shopping list for a
groCkry store.-

00016
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STAGE V - Sense of Chronology

Phase one - Linear Sense of Chronology

Phase two - Multi.-ainearense of
Chronology

Phase three - Three dimensional Sense of
.Chronology

Having a "sense of dhronology" is only vaguely
related to knowing"dates" (Stage

.only
Rather,

it is an awareness of periodization - a'context'
in one's mind for large blocks of time representing

,major periods, and civilizations-throughout all of
the history of all the world's past, present .

and future.

Many teachers know a lot of-dates, butdo not have
ma sense of chronology - even a phase one sense.
They believe that a "time line" that is chock- -

full of dates-will teach chronology. It will not.
It is merely a-shopping 1.ist turned sideways and
.read frot left to right..

firit step is to begin slowly building an
awareness for those major, civilizations and periods
that seem to the teacher to be important. Students
need not necessarily know anything about the
Kingdom of Ghapa to place it on a chronological
and geographical grid (whole learning chart) -
though it.will probably enhance their feelingt
if the stories and myths about that kingdom (as
well as a few facts and dates) are articulated.

Phase Pne Linear Sense of Chronology simply means
looking for the forests in history rather than
the trees.

Phaie Two:becomes more complex because the tegichei
tries to show the points at whiCh various major
cultures had come form of contact With each other.
Most teachers of history that I know do not have
this multi-linear sense of chronology. They cannot
say what, was happening in China, Mexicol,, Europe and
AfriCa arounitl 00 AD for example. Noticarthei
use the Unifle Educational coneept of-ilinkage"
to go from class al Greece to classlibei Rome to
the Byzantine, ire to Kievan Rus'f;to the Mongol
''Empire to the ng Dynasty,etc. .

Without thiS "whole world" sense of chronology, I
do not believe that any,student can develop a
sense of history. He/she may become a technician
of merit,' but there will be no sense of duration..

00017
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STAGE V -\Sense of Chronology (cant*

Phase Three in developing a sense of chronology is
pure sculpture. My fantasy is that someday someone
will build a fifty foot tall sculpture hittory of
all of the majorperiOdt and civilizations"in
the world tor the Prudential Center Plaza. The '

sculpture whould grow year by year.

STAGE-VI Analytic interpretiVe Ability

At,this stage students are usually taught to
analyse the past (often withbut:either "knowing"
or,"feeling" it). "What were:the CAUSES of..... ?"

- and so forth. History as a ditciplXne begins to
develop around this phase in the schema.'All of
the'techniclues.for criticism that o into'the

dimaking of a specialty go into it./Sometimes
Irskip stages IV 4nd: V and begin working at this
.stagb.,. thus they can de a dandy analysis
it;is'in a vacuum*:

STAGE VII - Abstract Hypothetical Senseiof
History,

t thtettige, people begin to think by analogy,-
etaphor.-and proverb. Childreh;can/do this when
they compare the life'span of their pet rabbit
to that of a civilization. Adults - like Spengler,'
Toynbee, Tufneri' etc. do it when they construct
abstradt models for the history-of the world.

of thete stages overlap..

1 of these stages can be'found in people of all ages.

oMe people are weaker or stronger in their development
in any'one oft-the stages. ThUs it is the teacher's
function to have a diaghoptlic tool for measlring
"where the students are at".

Please do not, ,think of these stages as a step-ladders;

The mistake that I think is made by many teachers is'to
teach only at one stage (e.g. the lecture course that
works Only at Stage IV or the seminar that works only
at

k
Stage VI).

Successful open classroom teaching means to me that there
will,be "something for everyone" at the variety of levels
of their needs.

Thus .every "good" histdry class should have something
from every stage for every student every day. This,would
be,true individualized developmental learning.

And 'it's note as hard as it sounds:01

O



STAGE I

STAGE II-'

STAGE III

STAGE IV

STAGE V

STAGE VI

4

STAGE VII,.

STAGE I

STAGE II

STAGEIII

STAGE'IV

STAGE V-

STAGE VI.,

'STAGE VI

r.

<55

ApplicatioAss

A

Development of history Deielopment f
as a study ver al abi ty

The earlies histories, FroM birth_.>
of. peoples are personal _people develop
and Oral hiStory (myth.' sounds
etc.) Then come chroriioles .words
and finally abstract phrases
models

sentences

Each class
can be taught
developmentally

usee some
of the.techniques listed
on the History Of-ideas

,c

-modular syllabus for work' 0
at each of,the stages .

PRIMARY
.soulicgs.

1
WALL1CHARTS

SECONDARY.
SOURCES

TERTIARY
SOURCES

laaragraphs

essays

theses.

book

MS -16

Personal
Development

Plug into
this schema
Erikaoni-
KOhlbergi'
Piaget or
any other
personal
growth
writer

Each course . .2 Contracts
can be,taught., aan be. laid
eve opmentally out develop7i

i
ment Y-

Whole school
curricula can be
laid out develop
mentally as well (K -adult ed).

o. 00019

w
see copies.
.of the
learnitig
contracts
modular
Syllabus

Historical
Sensitivity
is laid out
detelop-
mentally

-Chapters
It"

-II.III

Me IV

IV

And finally,: departmental
curricula can-be laid out.
developmentally - cf. the
"working papers" that I
will give you.'

I
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It should be obvious. that to teach a "senseof

history" developmentally in either your classes'or
your'schOols Will mean turning some things absolutely
upside down 'from the way that_ they are now done.'
For examplei noLclass should ever startigithHa textbook
(a tertiary source) . That shouldonly be: for a few.
individuals at- the end of the:

017

year whohare handling
Stages VI and VII well "and who are-strong in Stage_ V.

' each course would start with Primary source
materials(diariesi'journalsi! newspapers, , of books,
eyewitnesi accounts,'-etc.). andonly afterpeoOle have
been, "turned on" should seeondarysources (analytic
bopks; journal articles, etc) be added:

10.4100

EVENTS

EYEWITNESS ACCOUNTS
(Primary sources)

HISTORIAN"S-ACCOUNTS
(Secondary.sources)

TEXTBOOK ACCOUNTS.
(Tertiary sourceS) .

- .

The ftirther that one gets away from the actual
events themselves,' the more-baring history becomes.

:Thus there. .will be problems if you try to structure
our courSes-develOPmentally using an individUalized
system of instruction:

. . . i
Your 'supervisor/adminiStratorfdepartment chairman

twill soon notibe.that sometimes you are teachiPS
yollr'gralavel.:- (He probably 'will not

notice that sometimes you are teaching "above"
yOUr grade levei.

You must have an adequate diagnostic ton (or ..

set of tools) to determine Studente strengths and
weaknesses at.each stage. The workbook Historical
Sensitivity -'works for' me, you may have to devise.
y6-fir own tools.

(My belief that. Historical Sensitivity can
be used frdh grade 9 throu:fh adult education.)

,
Another problem is that the System is.too."neat".

It can easily be abused by having people labelled -
or pigeon.sholed. This is:the danger of any develop7
mental system,' and you'must avoid. it.

3

Finally,..ydu will probably firidtat if-you
begin teaching indiviaually,' diagnostically and
developmentally,. that your school system itself
is 'structured to oppose your aims (lesson plans,'
common textbooks, departmental curricula, etc.)'

00020



As open classroom
in a traditional system
must blend:-

your own expectations
your students' expectationS
your in4titution's.expectatiOna

MS-18

(or unified educational)-, teachelia
based on the liberal model,- you

_

.Always.check out everything you do with your
department chai2.persOn.i If you. are afraid to do so
and do,nbt. 'sooner or. later you will be fired. If you
do it openlyi there is a good chance that you will 5.et
muoh needed aeiPport Most chairpersons. get into their-
POSAtions because,theyhave lOadership.abiliPy. Without
their support (or at least neutrality), you are dead.
This is the first lessRn fOr: people starting out
in .whatis-now.called:"survival teaching ".

Suggested Activities-fbr'
Future Meetings

J.

Last week you were given tWo options for work during
the last. hoUr whole learning chart sense of ta.mmiologYt-
and a whole learning chart - developmental Curricula for:
an 8th grade claps). You chose the former...

, .

My suggestion tO-youtor our next meeting, was that,
we deal with the topic::

MODULAR SYLLABUS'

You acceptdid this suggestion. .Now I would like to
ask that wergo ahead with our planning session and set
Up the topids:for the rest of the semester::(cf. MB.4-.5)

THE CONTRACT SYSTEM
Diagnostic work,
Negotiations
Evaluation

THE PHILOSOPHY OFAJNIFIED EDUCATION,
Indibidualized Instruction.
Techniques'
Mddels

DEVELOPING YOUR OWN PERSONAL SENSE OF HISTORY-
.

Case study method-

I would also like to suggest some other options:
1) we visit each'other's classes
0. we tryout a system
3) 'we-develop a.diagnostic tool (K-8):
4) we publish a pamphlet jointly at the'end of

the course (copyright and all); called:

"Open Classroom Teaching for Social
Science Teacheri"

00021



Febpary 5
Februar&- 12 -

Februar 19.2-

February 2

March 5-,

March
\
12-

March 19-

March

April

April 9-

Introduction and

MS -19

Calendar and Worksheet

planning sessioti (MS 1-12)
tt.

TEACHING HISTORY DEVELOPMENTALLY

Veacat4ton

MODULAR SYLLABUS`

April 16 - Vacation

April 23 -

April 30-

May 7-

May 14-

May 211.
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February- -5 -

February 12

February 19

February 26

March, 5

March 42

March 19',

March 26

April 2

.April 9

April 16

April 23

Aprtl 30

Calendar

Introduction and planning session (MS 1-12).

"TEAaING HISTORY DEVELOPMENTALLY " (MS 13-49)

-

- Vacation

- "MODULAR SYLLABUS" (MS 20-

- "USING-LEARNING CONTRACTS IN AN OPEN CLASSROOM"
MS0

- "Negotiation of Contrabts and introduction ic):6

I.

"HEDGEHOGS AND FOXES"

Sub.topic: "Greek Lyric Poetry"
"Plato. and Aristotle".

Sub-topic::"Paul and Peter"
Sub- topic: "The Buddha .and ConiuctUs"

"Miihra".

"Aligustine and Aquinas
"Luther and LOyolam,

ICutuzoindfNapoleOn" r
"The Soy#4ns"

Sub-topics

Sub-topic:

- Vacation

Sub-topics "Tolstoy'sConcept of History"
"Marx and Lenin"
"Trotsky and Stalin"
"Nkrumah and Nyere"
"The True Believer"

- "CONCEPTS OF. UNIFIED EDUCATION"

May 7 , "TECHNIQUES OF UNIFIED EDUCATION"

All contracts due by May 10, 1974.'4

- "TEACHINGMay 14.

May 21

AND DEVELOPING A SENSE OF CHRONOLOGY"

- "USE OF EVALUATION SEMINARS"
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I 'Using a modular syllabus"

c%
.

During the lait session We discussed the use of a /

modular syllabus'in an open,classrotth. -
.

A modular syllabus. is a proceSs syllabus. It can grow
and -change aS the interests and research of the class
develop..iIts main funtion is to respond-to ple articulated
needs of the students as well as the instructor and _ .

institution that he/she represents.
. 4 .

,

It.

It is through a modular syllabus,that4it "blend" of
the/expectiationsmentiOned on m4-.3" takes place. My original'
intent was to spend more time on the theory behind the
Praetice of developing a "sense of historyu4n a' classroom.
Your emphasis -clearly was on fulfilling the ,eXpedtation
that you would develop your own -sense of history.,So.that
you yourselves could be,better teachers of.social:stUdies.
What resulted from the:interface'dfthese objeCtiVes was
our calendar for group' work (MS-20):

r

I am not.fully satisfied with this calendar. And your
responte during the next'session will tell-me the extent
po which' you believe it meets your expectations.

:I gave youa variety of options.to choose,fom .

including mythologyandAlistory,- literature and hist46,
famous quotations and history, the concept of time and
history, and so forth.' ,Included in these options was the
major topic: 'Hedgehogs and Foies" based upon the assumption
that there are archetypica], models throughout history
representing monist, dualist and pluralist positions.
You chose this as your-major:approach to developing your
Own senses of history, and-I accepted your Choice. We then
spent a few minutes deciding how much timeshould be spent
on this topic..

From this data, I re-wrote the 'Contract and inserted
sub+topic options;thatsseem to,me as an.historian to deal
best with the overall topic. We may decide to change these.
But for the. time being, we now have a clear set of directibns
in which to:move'for the rest of the semester.

In your own teaching, you will find that as students
liecOme mo/4e and more familiar with-the practice of setting
.up a modular syllabus that the process will move more
quickly and. smoothly..

It will still be difficult. Your primary task in an
open classroom is to allow some freedomfor people to,choose
while at the same time making sure that you yourself do
not"cop out"zand allow the students to do only what they
wish to do.

00024
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yoUr task will be especially-important'fOr two reasons:.
first, :: many students Will not reallyAmow what they-want to

'learn (or what you-thin2ley !alight to learn); and secondly,
you will tind it very di& cult torachi6ve.a.consensus
among the students. The. go l of this latter'function is

"'somethinghave "omething for.ever one" with "none having
everything ".

. ,

7

Iydividualized instruction is basically incompatible
with large group instructioBut you can constiruCt
.balanced'small group instruction topiCs around common
themts that will still allow individualt to choose the
means.by which they approach these group-topics.-

A modular. syllabus is one of the few ways of:doing this..
It-allows for input from students, faculty and administratOrs
and in theory should maximize the number of choices that:an
.individual makes within-the course._ This may sound contradictory.'
But it really isn'ts

open classroOms create freb choices by prOviding
"structure" (usually developmentally).

This is whatimakes open classroom teaching different
from "free SchOW teaching. My,experierice in-free schOol0
leads me to the Oonclusion that students there'are no
really as freei*Sstudents in an °Pen classroom: The reason
for this is ttiatin free school's students must7spend7so
much time -building their own "structures" that they have
little time Iefover to make choices within them.

.

The keY,Successful open classroommsteachihg is for
,a teacher-to; needs and then inc pOrate a ,kind of
'preacriptive:*lscture that will satisfy those needs.

Some students need more structure than others: some
will want on,I0t0 be told what to do others will want
only to be laftalone to do. individual .independent study
:projects. Thejeacher's role is to.balance thdSe two extremes-
through plana*:,sessions9 The vehicle for this is the
modular byll00,

Phases in ieja".0
You are 'yourselves experiencing the developme4-Of a

modular sylla'bUS9 Thus as teachers you-will know whatA
thANILfeels like fo*'your students when you lead them through the

same processt'As guidelines, the following are the
phases through 'which a modular syllabus must develop:

fhps2 - Pre--planning - This is the work that
you do prior to the time that the class _meets. You
must articulate your own expectations for' the course.,
Then yo* must check these out with your supervisor .

to determine whether °there are other institutional
expectations that you must fulfill. And finallY9
you muat,come to the first class prepared with an
initialfaist"Of options for the students.
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PhastII - Planning Sessionsian4 Introduction)
If your students are already Tatillaiwith open
classroom techniques, then they will need no/
"introduction" to the.eptioni available (e.g. t
traditional teacher netrdnot sPend any time-expla ning

_what..a'lecture=is.t 'studentstudents since'they already,,
know about;this technique'. 9h theother,handan
open clasgroom teacher may need to .Spendsome;-7-
introductory' time talking abOut what amodUlan,
syllabus, planning sessions,, evaluation seminars,,
whole learning Oharts, diagnostic. work, etc; are
since Students may'haye had no experience with
these oPen2classroot techniques.):

We have talked.before about planning sessions
ands the delicate balance of consensus that'Lstheir..
J:itimarY now you 'know some of.7the'Pl.t.:ifalls''-
StIrrounding-successful,planningsesSionSi. students
Who.yefuse ,toartiOulate their expectationstudents
?Alp 'don't .know what their.expeetations are teadhers
who are unskillful.atofferineoptionswithout:
imposing their'oWn expectationupon the 5rouP7,w1h.a--
heavy.hando eto's

You'Oan avoid .these'pit-fall by 1) doing full
pre-planning,'and 2) having'. -wide open ears and.high
-sensitivity to what_students are saying.. 'Since many
studentsc'are unfamillar.With the free 91711 of expressing
their .own needS, in the classroom; you Will:have-to *,1
Watch body.mOvement, 4sten forsubt words and
be receptive to the slightest and to t del,icately-
tentatite inklings.that.your _students will transmit.
Watch their eyes. Listen for phrasei like "I wish...",,
and so forth.

The SucCess.of a planning session also.hinges:.,
on a clear articulation ofyourown'pre-planned
expectatiOns.:.WithOut,othiS-as a sounding board, yoUr
.students Willlpecome very oonfusedi and. you will
fail to -leact.themi into areas ofoommonalit, in which

. .

.all 'can have a share.-.-

Ase TII - The ContradtSyStem
I know of no other way deliteate::
etpectatiOns than the contract system. Early inthe
pTpees$ of the sdOeter.the,:stUdent'inust write.do*n
on a piece Ot-.Paper-4hat,:itAs that he/she will
do.for the semester (or contract period).

Learning-oontrabtsare simply statements
goals

A

Onjmpere - o .

They are a 140nd:of eatations and a vehicle
for_evaluatlon.

They replace the traditional "final" examinatlqfC
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'which is usually "after-the-fact" (and thus of
limited value in terms of students'growth) with
a "process evaluation".

Contracts may beaaid.outA.evelopMentally
(as ours will be). They may be laid out in' chronological
phases. (i.e. when.one'section,id complete,studentS
'go on to the next). They may also be laid out
qulitatively and quantitativeli.'so that a "grade"
- can .be attached to them.

9

UsAng learning contracts as "grade" contract
does however introduce thd'element of "pOwer" into
the negotiating process. Whereas the negOtiation of .

a,straight learningcontract rests upon the'
"eUthOrity" of the teacherli.e. professional
expertise), the negotiation of a grade contract
rests upon the ultimate "power" of the teacher to
give or withhold a grade.

'In terms of transactional analysis. the grade
:contact can easily beaubvxted-into ti"paret/child"
relationship ( "Do- what I life and I'll give you an 'A'").
A straight learning contract has only' the authority
of persuasion on the part of the teactier. and recognition, .

öt expertise in the 'teacher on the part of the studnt.

SpepificallY. an "imposed" contract is not'rea4y
a contract atell (cf. Ken ErnstApames Students PlaY)

,
The teaOher simply says do this for-an A. this for a B
and sofforth.,It.is d'purs.Parental power trip -.no
matter how good intentioned.

Instead,' contracts Should optimally be "ftegOtiated".
In-the labor management analogy this means that the
:student really does have the option. to say "Nov I
don't want to do it your way. I want to try it my .

may And if I make a mistake then I will, take responsibility
for it."

The advantages of this approach are obvious. It brings
out the "adult" in both the student and the teacher.

In terms of procedures, there are certain stages
ii the -.use of a contract systems

Stage I Articulation-of expectations --

Stage Providing resource' lists on the skills and
content to, be covered

Stage III -.Providing sample contracts so, that
the students dre.fully aware of
your expectations , .

.
Stage IV - Providing blank copies of contract

forms to help .students organize
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Stage V.7 Negotiating. the c2ttract on the
basis of diagnostIc tools

Stage VI,- Implementation and possible
renegOtiat of the contract)

Stage VII- Evaluation throughout the contract
period'leading to certification
that a contract is complete.

Diagnostic Materials and Process evaluation, are
a significant part of the successful 'use, of a contract
system. The teacher must k w, at the beginning
"where a studeriP:,Is at";.mu t monitor that student's

.4-progress through,regular eva uation of contract work;
and must be able at the end the semster to certify
that tha work has actually been done.

The diagnostic tools that I use are:

A personil history form (cf. MS 8-9)
A diagnostic pretest (cf. MS 10 -12).
And a diagnostic workbook

Historical Sensitivity

I made up these diagnostic tools because I could
find no other coimerically available ones to use.
As I have mentioned, the workbook Historical Sensitivity
can be used-diagnostieally from grades nine through
adult education, And my hope is that one of you will,
devise a. developmentally oriented diagnostic, tool for
k-8 to package with4 it.

A

In.terms of 'process evaluation, the teacher builds
into the system alcind of "quality control" by.hiiving
frequent "due dates" (i.e. Rerinds of closure).when
work is subMitted (CF.'Modulat Syllabus for my History:
of Ideas class this year). Papers can be submitte&in
outline,' draft andfinal forMs at different:times so
that.thesteacher can monitor the quality of the Work

-being done.(while it is beingdone nothing is more
.

-.derlatingto a student than to turn in a fully completed
project and have.the teacher reject it as "unworthy ".
because a simple, correctable error was made in the
first Stages of the development of the project).-

YoU can also build "qUality control'into your
contracts by cl.veloping.levels of sophistical on
Inthe work being contracted for: i.e. there is a
difference between a "narrative/story telling paper"
and an

,

"analytical paper".

After ,students have been exposed to the practide
- of negotiating individual dontractS you may then

add a grpup contract. formato-)3ut go slow on this.
Wait until.the students. are. ready. And by a17,, means.

have. your. classes theMselveg structured as intensive
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lea ing.groupg (i.e.groupa of not more than
five-students with stated group goals- cf.the.' -

seconth,semester moduXar syllabusfor my History;
of Ideas'classr MS.70-78).

Summary'of .Phase III: Applying the contract system
in an Open Classrooms The key to the success f

of a modular syllabus lies-in-the clarification
of its expectations. The critical vehicle for
this clarification 2.s a contract. system. based'.
on "real", negotiations of clearly stated
exppectations. a nutberofstages-.
nab a teacher must go through in the process
of imp)4pmenting this vehd,cle,forclarification -
bUtthe..end result is always the Same:.

individualited instruction in a small
group -classrodlit setting based upon the
teacher's-professional diagnostic
ability - This is the primary goal of
the contract system. .('

4

r

(N.B. Our topic for discussion in our next r.

session will be the:use of learning contracts
in an open-classrooth. You may wish:to add some,
notes here:

Phase IV in the development of a Modular Syllabum
.1aplementation and rea s - This phase in the

use or a_moaular sylia us o ows the contract
implementatiop.phaseand continues tlroughOut the semester.

. . .

elast di cussions,' individual projeCts, group work,

;Na
field trips', source and research activities,' ,

"product!" preps tioni and student "publication"-of
their ideas ar6Vall part of this phase. .

C
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In praCtice. the Implementation and, growth phase
should comprise.the bulk of the work-of the.semester.--
All of the content and affective -learning goals set
.out-in the planning sessions and contracts should be
worked through both for individuals, and the class as
a-whole, This is the area-where the teacher's
expertise in presenting content and affective -

data in a variety of. exciting ways: is measured.

There are traditional teChniques-that'work during
this section.- And you may wish to invent a. number.of. .

your own-techhIquesT to complement these. For xample.
I have worked, out a whole-list of techniques..(cf. MS 10-12
of the Nodular jr1labus.for my:History of Ideas Clete).
including "whole learning exercisee.lihkage exercises"
and to forthdthat work for me.'

You can develop your-own technques. And you can_
use the resource lists that follow to find, out ab6ut
"mini-courses". "Personal growth .exercises". eta. All .

of these new (and not so. new) techniques are options
for the open classroom teacher. You too are free to
choose (but not free not to choose).: .

This is one of the nice,things aboUt open classroom
teachings_ teachers mate chbices, decisions, judgments._
'experimentt, etc. just-as do the student8.-

always come to a Close. It-may 6e-disconcerting to
your department chairperson that you cannot give him/her .1

a copy of your syllabus at the beginning of the semester:
ilut you must:certainly-be able to do so in stages
throughout the semester (with a final completed copy_
at the end).

You will, no doubt have noticed that this turns the *,

*hole process of using a, syllabus quite upside-down.

Instead :f the syllabus being a "product" issued
at the beginning of the semester (withappropriate
daify"lesson plans" that accurately predict what
your students will be doing eight or ten weeks later 7;
And these lesson plans can be an albatross if you
get "behind schedule" or "off the track").' what you
will be giving you department chairperson is a

'procets" in whichthere will be constant feedback,
change and.growth.,-

What the students' learn most from this is that
learning is not a pre-ordained packet of knowledge
that must be absorbed on schedule" - they learn that::
curricula change and grow in response to 'their needs
and new discoveries - they learn how to learn.
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CONTRACT FORM:

Name

Addiess

Phone

Undergraduate
Gracluate

PART ONE: What you wish the instructor to $ontract to
do for you:

PART TWO: What you-contractoto:do:

A) Diagnostic work:
Personal History Form
Diagnostic Pre-test
Historical Sensitivity
Diagnostic Post-test

B) Attend class regularly_

C) Specific work On,operLclassroom'and unified
` educational learning theory:

Reading:

Writing:

Related Activities:

ue dates,
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CONTRACT FORM (cont.)

PART-TWO (cont.)

MS-29

D) Specific work that_ you will do'to develop,
your own personal sense,cifIlistory:

due dates

STAGE I - Personal andabiograPhical sense,of history

STAGg II - Sense. of Oral History

Stage.(III - ArchivalSense of History

Stage IV.- Awarenessof Content Data

Stage V Sense of Chronology,-
Phase I -,Linea/r-Sense of Chronology
Phase II - Multi- linear Sense of Chronology
Phase III--.Three Dimensional Sense of Chronology
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CONTRACT FORM (cont.)

PART TWO (cont.)

D) Specific work that you will do to develop your
avth personal sense of history:

due dates,

STAGE VI Developing analytic interpretive Abllity

STAGE VII - Developing abstract hypothetical Ability

(Student Signature) (Faculty Signature)

iDate) ,-------777=10---
v

,
0

. .

All contracts mustApe!cOMPleted by May 10, 1974. Aft1r.that
date the contract is void: and a grade for work submitted will
be at the discretion of the instructor., This is an in- -house
form agreement and not enforceable in a court of law.
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"USING LEARNING CONTRACTS IN AN
OPEN CLASSROOM"

The discussion this week ranged from some of the
teahhniques (and pityfalls). of the contract system
to a whole learning chart of periodization and.linkage
within civilizations and major periods.

I would, suggest that you re-read-the sections of
the Modular Syllabus forthe'history of Ideas class
(MS 1-102) in which the contract system is discussed:

Suggested Activities and resource lists
Developmental activities
Sample copies occontractAorms
Blank copies of contract
Negotiated versus, impoied contracts
Individual and, group contracts
Relationship of contracts to "tests" and

"final exams"
Quality control in contract writing
Quantitative .escalation as a danger in

judglag work for a "higher grade"
Grade contrasts as opposed to straight

learning contracts. .

You:rea4 the zerox copy of the ERIC article on
contracts. Recall that it contained an extensive
bibliography of literature on contracts.

We alsodiscussed.the implementation of MS 20
1"Calendarl and you accepted my suggestions for
content data to go with the theory of presenting
historical topics in the classroom.

Please remember that each week we will be working.
On two levels:

A) presentation-of-content data in an "open
classroom discussion format"

B) Analysis of-the learning.theOry behind the
way in which We, are dealing with the
content data.

The former should helpyoU.:develop your own personal
sense of history (one of your top priority goals for the
Course. The latter should give you the educational and.
theoretical basis for an open classroom teaching style.-
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SAMPLE. COPY OF CONTRACT:

(The aim Of this section is to giveyou an idea of
my expectations with regards- to. the content .ofa grade
contract at the graduate level." It AsHa Sample copy,
and you need not_follow its model. 'Write your min contract!"
to suit your own needs (and those needs that 'I expressed
to you as ones that I think you' '"should" have)

.

IF YOU USE CONTRACTS IN YOUR TEACHING, ALWAYVTMLUDE---
SAMPLE COPIES (Your eXPectations) AND BLAND t COPIES W
THE FORMAT THAT YOU -REQUIRE. -NEVER i LEAVE THE STUDENTS
GUESSING ABOUT YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

I

.

CONTRACT FORM:,

Name /1/,'/: 4' V //f/A)41 e

Address "--,) 6: 41- /.7 t. S

qt}, 1c)4,1Ne Zife.2.///

PART ONES What you wish the instructor to.contract to
do for you:'.

e.e.: 1/11/c-1 /?/)

C -/ e e .11, e'rc-7,e2,11

Phone C /?-- / -23

UndegradUate
Grafts, te

1

PAPVI TWO I Wat you. Contract to do:

A) Diagnostic work:
.Personal History Form
Diagnostic Pre-test
Historical .SenSitivity
DiagnoStic Post-test

B) .Attend Class regUlarly

C) Specific work on open classroom
educational learning theoiy

Reading: /-247w.4,./-

61 C Pe ev.,i .)

4.43 tie /-

and Unified

due dates
/1.&*A't.7. 71:2-1./c17'

e
; Lam'[ < L'S

?L I. /1/ C < /1:51f/le 1.71...j, c:.-?? .5/7,

C- ) ')/:P.%...f; c`; c oti,e7 47' Cr

414. j' oie.vec-

Related Activitiess .,117742.0Y/) /0,1.4 ,

5. r 43")4. e?/"Y

Of'035

47"



SAMPLE CONTRACT FORM (cont.)

PART TWO (cont.)

D) Specific work that you will dO to develop.
yourown personai-sense:of hiStorY_

due dates

STAGE I - Personal and biographical sense Of.history

/71 1_,/7 C 1<e ('01-' c. <,

STAGE II ;. Sense .of Oral History,.

.r'i lee* ,) C ";

:/07-2e_ ,:r c e, /1?

Archival Sense Of History o,

r o

71-c C.- /*:" Afr /A-7 A./3 7.5

// / -5-7C l'? //p

*
1743 it'o.e '7,04 ,r,.`

,-.Awareness of Content Data

it".2. "247 5'7/9 "eoop,d5,1GI

7/1C e. SI/OVC:

r

AT

Sense of Chronology:-

Phase. I= Linear Sense of ChronOlogy
Phase II - Multi-linear sense of chronology
phase- III Three:Dimensional Sense ofChronology_

C ,eV >TX"

. G /:, C /7. /y 7- e ,5 4-1- z

e c c- C t-//1 -

r // , /9/ 3
14)C/7R 'Tice S '7./4 /9

00036
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SAMPLE-:CONTRACT FORM (-cont. )

PART TWO ( ont.)

D) Sp ific.work'that wyou will do to develop'
y ur-9wn personal Sense of history,(cont.)

STAGE VI Developing analytic interpretive ability

/ I

c -A? c

c 7-
AJC C Al 77/ C"--

L 7 cr lc
6 /q IL. fl .S / / S Tie 0-C7

-
7.

4: 4-Si ex 0,1 (2 e,c.s.):
3 .... c /Cc t ' /7;-'

Developing abstract hypothetical ability,
...- .. ,

Y

--/ . e .1.. / 5 ( v a eps 4,/ g. r 4 *".. TA- ge" fre"1. 4 1 - r TS,.
1,

./I'' -, /5 7 c -ex. iii. /9 /1,..0 tic ,..,.) 7 c

/2/00°1-/ Te/i-s- /e4,4,4) e(---7 .,,,-//fr-,..7-e.4 7-6'
.

e.-4:.,/ ./;:-_,., .,,,,e,-,/ 5'7-'2 67-i'L* 2.-7-te _...(1<,4°.4 47;4 &'1,-+'*:,.,7>7-.,*-11 /7,.

tudeht Sipature) Fa9alpY4rngt ./..%-'7)

:

(Grade
4 7

14-14 /'747

All co
date
be at
torm;a

tracts must be comPletedby:May 10th','
4
1974. After that'

e contract is wad and a gtadefor work sOMitted-will
he discretion of:the instructor. ThiS'is an irv-house
eement and not enfOrceable:in.a court of law.
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Negotiating the contract

Next week, we will negotiate the contracts for our
work this semester. Please note that you can ask me
to contract to do thingt for you. This is a vital part
of the contract but is often ignored when teachers
"power-trip" by imposing their wills upon-their students.
I will not "cop-Out"'in the negotiating,process. There
are certain things that (based upon my, reading of your
diagnostic work)'I will think that you SHOULD do. I
will be pushing to have these things written into your
contracts. But remember that in a contract system the
student must also have power. You, have the right to say
"no""/ do not want to do that now". You must always try
to bring, out 'the "adult" decision, making power within
your students while at the same time balancing your
own (and your school's) expectations concerning what
you think "should" be taught to the students. )-

Students :are true "learners",onlYiwherithey have the
power to chooSe what they will lemull.

Teaohers are true " instructors" only When: they.have
the power- to "instruct" (as well asjead).

Finding the -.balance between: theSetwo,1S one of the
'critical artistic elemeffits in. open' teaching.
Atruly elegant teacheYhas a "sense" for when to push'
and when to allow "pushPack"., (20u04,-backis feed-back
with 'poWer'- Old Russidh-Proverb) /

Each:of you will watch me,megotiate a contract with
each other student inour minigtouP.

Resource Lists and Suggested -Activities

Resourdes.are the"stuff" of learning in the open
classroom. It is not enough for an elementary teacher
metelyftoiturn students loose. in a classroom and say
,"Go dO-yoUr'thlng with the stuff that is here." That
would be` like doctor telling'a patient to pickimaY
chemical'in the_phartadopaeia and try it.

Resources must:be geared to each individual students
expressed needs an \skpeetatiOns. TheY should be made.
available DEVELOPME ALLY So.thateach student is
.challenged but no frustrated.

From our discUssions so far, I have Made some
judgments about.the kihds of resources that you are
seeking. And I 1147e-used whatever profeasionalexpertiSe
1 have to select .those resources and activities which
fit both of our expectations:
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PART ONE:

-

sukkosted Activities and
Resources:

MS-36

Ask me tciContract to get specific books for you
Ask metOftake you to a library, museum, etc.
Ask me tOcontract to come to Class :regulaily,

prove specific resources, get films, tapes,
etc':'

Etc.

.EAgT Two:

SeCtio&C* Learning theory: Open'Classroom, Unified.
Ed4Cationi COntract learning, developmental.
aOroach, etc. Y,

e

Read Moddlar Syllabus from History of Ideas_course
CharlesSilberman, Crisis in the ClaspoOm

s The Open. Classroom;
R. Jones Fantasy and Feeling in:Educt

jiion

ROgers. Freedom to Learn ' °

Rdhkminster Fuller, Education Automation
004-i MacDonaald, Five Experimental Colleges
,4oward Kirschenbaum et al., 1AD -JA- GET?

The Grading dame in American Education
1304:,'NaPier. Groups:' Theory and-Experience

Try Reading Internatiomilothe H.arVardCdop. and Paperback
O,Oksmith in Kenmore Square for books:
, .,.:.

l`dney,5 imon. Values Clarification' A Handbook
:: of Practical .Strategies ;

Lou lath, et al., Values and 'Teaching'
:6'$01rrill Harmin et al., Clarifying Value's Through

SubjeCt Matter
iCharch Schmuck, Group Processes in the Classroom

Sub0pribe to the Humanistic Education Quarterly
Change Magazine
etc.

Wr0e to State Department of Education and get o
":the mailing list for the Department of Curriculum
Innovation, (Kaleidoscope)

PWrite to the Adirondack Mc ntain Humanistoit Education
Centeri Upper Jay. New York 12987 for a copy of
the Xtteratur6 that /they have available.

44ve a card file of about 200 other books that you
may look throggh to see 'if there are other titles
that would -be.of more interest to you. .

. .
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,PART' TWO ('cont..

BecoAae'familiai:with a hUmber,of journals din the library,.
that deal'

1

with educational research.

Find out about ERIC' r

zerox copieSof.a few of the folloWing (read,.
und4rlineana-make..--notes). ' ;

F. Gaudia, ."Piaget's theory and psychOMetric
Elemtary School Journal. 73: 36-43 kodt1972)

J.F. Newport, "Process: Ends or means or both?"
Science Education 56: 139141 (April. 1972).

B. Raskin and K. Swich, "Indiiect teacher behavib and
the creative teacher" Elementary ,English 501 544-5 (April 1973).

E.W. Eisner, "Emerging models fob edu,cational'.evalue. n"
School Review 80:. 573-90- (August, 1972):

C.R. Cowell, "Group Process as Meaphor" Joutnal of Communication
.221 113 -23 (June, 1972).

G. Salomon, slieuristiCmodela". Review of -EaucatiOnal Research
vio14.2: 327-42,, (Summer, 192) .

-
R. GaMbino, " Model Theory in Educatitin" Teachers College

Record 74: 357-67 (Febtuary, '1973)

D.D. DraveS, "Give Process its;bue NASSP Bulletin
571 68-73 (February, 1973)

M.F.. Klein, "Mankind Perspective:, New Change for the . 4

Social Studies" Childhood Education 49: 3-8 (OctoUers. 1972).
.

Kohlberg, ""Moral Development and, the New Social: Studi
Sodial Educatbn 37: 368-75,.. (May, v1973)

R. Geller, "Team taught course American Biology
'Teacher '35: 88-90+ .(Feb., 1973) "

N,AL

AT.V.
4Ellis, "Philosophical Analysis Ofthe NeW,SoC

'Studies" The SoCial Studie 63: 315 -1.7 (Dec., J972),41*

J. Berkwitsi "Net.; Social Studies" The Social Studies
64: 17-19 (Jan.. 01-13)

N.

Can We Change the Teaching of Sociil_Studies,inA'
Schools' Social Education 37: 189t216 iMarch, 19731: 4"'--.4

7 P4

J. Guenther, "Minicourses" CleartngHouse 1973)

R.D. Barr, "Beyond 'the New'Social: Studies." The Social Studies.
64: 157 -9 (April, 1973).

: t



LEARNING THEORY

B.'Feder, "Case Studies:,a_flexible approach to knowledge
building" The Social Studies .64: 171-78 (April,1973)

J.R. NeLson, "Techniques to individualize the social studies
in.gradeS 4=87 The Social Studies 63: -328-32"(Dec.,,1972)

C.E. Gray, "Value ..Inquiry and the social studies" Education
.93: 130-7 (Nov., 1972).

'.W.Russell,."Extending-and Unifying7an Open Classroom"
Childhood Education 49: 127-33-(Deco, 1972)

M.T. Hagan, "Freedom Within Order:Open Education" MuSic
Educators Journal 59: 40-48 (Nov.,:1972)

,

'SOme Resources,onAndividualized instruction and open
edUcation" Music Educator's:journal.5953754 (Nov., 1972),

J.J.'eRolf, "Open Universtiy" Adult Leadership 20: 329-30+
(March,,1972) '

H.P.: Parker, "PrePaiing for Open Classroot teaching°.
Elementary School Journal 73: 354-8 (Aptil, 1973)

"Perspectives on gp-NAEducation," The National Elementarki
PrinC1161 (Novemberg1972)

P.S. Pflibher,"OpenEducatiOn" EducationalrLea+dership
30: 137-40 (Nov.,

',- "Open Education: a Case Study" Elementary School
Journal 73: .59 -67 (November,1972). (7

"open ClassrooM" Teachers College Record 74's 547-57+ (May, 1973)

S. -Wasserman, "Open classroom in Teacher Education -.or
Putting-yOur Money Where Your MoUth Is" Childhood Education
49: 2'95-301 (March; 1973).

T.R. Harvey. "Process Evaluation Design for Higher Education"
aournal of Higher Education 44i 309 -21 (April,. 1973)

R.M. Crane, "Future Oriented Collegg4s and Universities"
Improvink CO11eFe and University Teaching 20:120=22 (Summer, 1972).

J.G. Rice, "General Education'' Journal of Higher Education
43: 531.43 (October, 1972).

"One Hundred New. Books" Improving College and University
Teaching 21: 77-88 (Winter;1.973)
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LEARNING THEORY

MS 39

A.W. ChiCkering,'"New Model P6r Higher Education"
Liberal Education 58: 509719:(Dec.4 1972)

Look into Empire State College and its external degree
program. It is'based solidly on the use of learning contracts.
Cf. the Bibliography of Materialt listed on the'ERIC'printout
on Learning contracts that you received.

Fry, "Interactive relationship betfeen inquisitiveness
and; student control of instrua.tion" journaf Educational
Psychology 63:'459-.65(October', 1972).

C.R. Atherton, "Lecture,' DiscUssion and Independent
Study ReVisited" The Journal of Experimental Education
40: 24-28 (Summer, 1972)

K.H...Ostrander', "UustructUred ClasSes are not all joy'
Improving Cdllege and .Unitersity Teaching '20: 292-93 (Autumn,

1.9721

"Evaluation" (Symposium) ImproVng College and University
Teaching. 2i 5,-74 (Winter, 73)

_ .

K. Feldman, "Student Assessment of Teaching: a selected
Bibliography" Improving College and University Teaching
21: 62-63 (Winter, 1973).-

P. Gibbon, 'Primary Source: a newtobl in history teaching"
Independent School'Bulletin 32: 4749 (Oct. 1972) .

Apt,-,'"Behavioral Objectives and History" Intellect
101: 445-47AApril, 4,973).

A. Simon, "Age, sex and history grades" Educational Research

14i 191-4 (June-J.974).

D. Roselle, "Teaching about World zHistorithrough Siclepbe
Fiction" Social Education 37: 95-150 (Feb., 1973)

"New Uses of History" (Symposium) Independent School
Bulletin-32: 47-51+ )Oct.,' 1972)

M.F. Emerson, "Madrohistory" Independent School. Bulletin
32: 317-27 (October, 1972).

W.A.+DeSilva, "Formation of historical concepts throguh
contextual cues" Educational Review 241,174-82 (June, 1972)

"Alternative Schools" ASymposium) Phi Delta Kappan.

54: 433-85 (Marcho.1973)

A. Graubard, "Free School Movement" Harvard EAlcational

Review 42: 351-73 (August, 1972)

J., Walton, "Innovation in EducatiOn (BAliograiihy)'t

ForuM 14: 97 -98 (Summer, 1972).
00042
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LEARNING THEORY

"Innovations What .18 Expected",(Symposium) NASSP Baletiri
57:. 1-99 (February, 1973).

M4. .Bran "Using Inquiry Methods in the TeaChing of
-Americail Histo y" Social Education 35; 776-82 (Nov., 1971)

NewtOn; "What's new about the new social studies"
The'SOcial Studies 631 159-62 (April, 1972)

J.R. Palmer, "Using Historical Research in the Teaching
.

of American History"Social Education 36: 271-9 (March, 1972).

E. 'Fenton, "InquirYTechniques in the New Social Studies"
High School Journal 55: 28-40 (October, 1971)

4***********4

This list in no way exhausts the journal literature that
'is available to you. I have selected these titles from thy.. `

resource files because they are 1) current, and 2) indicate
'w7---the breadth of journal names that you should be familiar
with. For further resources that might interest you more, use:

EDUCATION .INDEX
INTERNATIONAL INDEX TO THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
BIOGRAPHY INDEX (for specific educators)

All of these are aivailabla in the reference section of the
library.

**************

Then go tothe'bookstores listed above'and look at

BOOKS'IN P4iNT (Subject and Author)
PAPERBACKS IN PRINT

Youiwill find that-t4ere are thousands,of 'titled that will
-interest you. You must be selective. Whit criteria will you
use?'If- you find a bcink that sounds interesting, look at ),t,
read. the preface. carefully - _a-skimthe Table of Contents-_and
bibliography. Then go to: .

, f-

BOOK REVIEW DIGEST (in the-library)

See what other people thought about the book in the reviews
that they wrote of it.

**********

If you still need help, selecting books...o.-ask me.
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LEARNING THEORY

Writing and associated activities

Visit a few schoolet(use the yellow pages of the phone
book) and write a comparative essay. Look for certain points:
e.g. freedom of choice, learning environment, etc.
Make a list of these points before you visit the school.

Do a fantasy for a "perfect" learning environment.

Visit the Unified Studies-Program office atl3oston State.
College and read the history of unified education at that
schoOl (listen to the-introductory tape).

o
Send for a copy of a catalog for The Evergreen State

'College (Olympia, Washington). -

Send for a copy of UMASS/AMherst!s School otEducation
,ca.talOg (Transdisciplinary Section).

Visit several experimental colleges in the area (Tufts,
MIT, BU College of Basic Studies -not really new, but based
On a team teaching model - etc.,) Do a comparative essay.

---14ake a List of books that you would like to read this
sumr6ere.'

Get a copy of the "Yellow Pages of learning Resources".
and "Big Rock Candy Mountain"-as well as the "Whole Earth
Catalog"

Subscribe to the journal "Radical Software"

Find out about`the Honeywell computer language TEACH
and see if you could set up a developrntal computer assisted
instruction program.

Start your own "resource file" system.

Mydexpectation for eachof you is that you will produce
a "significant plebe of writing this semester (copyright?).

PART TWO

Suggested Activities and Resources

FIRST READ ALL OF THE' SUGGESTIONS IN THE MODULAR
SYLLABUS FOR THE HISTORY OF IDEAS CLASS (note

,'particularly MS 10 -12).

,

To.
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MS- 42

DEVELOPING YOUR OWN PERSONAL SENSE OF HI5TORY. .

Select books and activities for your contrdcts that
are based on the suggested MS, activities - make sure
that they fit the developmental schema:

diagnose.your own strength and weakness ate''
each of the stages (I-VII).

Us4 Historical Sensitivity (the workbook) to
do this, as well as the Personal History Form
and the diagnostic Pre-test.

41t.

STAGE I *.ft Personal Awareness.of the Past Present)and Future

Keep a journal history of y new IDEAS that you think
of this Semester.

STAGE II - Oral and biographiOallSense of History.

Do a Short biographical Stud.Yof each .of the names
mentioned ,on M5-200

Pldce these names on blank whole learning charta.

STAGE III = ArchiVal Sense of history fry

Visit several libraries... walk through them compIVtely
so that you could find information concerning. problem
within tem.minutes.

Collegt Zeroxcopies of articles and journal reviews
for each of 'the topics and books that you read.

BE SURF: TO CITE YOUR SOURCES

Read these articles, underline them and make marginal notes.
AD

Visit museums and archives -get a "feel" for the past.

Use a,coMputers

Make an annotated bibliography on "Hedgehogs and Foxes"
of not less than 50 sources.

get a copy of film catalogs from Boston University
and The.Canadianfilm Board

Get a copy of J.L. Hammett's "School Supplies" Catalog.

Become familiar Withiall of the scholarly journals published
on "History" (ask at the periodicals section desk in
Copley Library).
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DEVELOPING YOUR OWN SENSE OF HISTORY MS-43

STAGE .V - Sense of Chronology.

DO half a dozenwhole learning charts-this°semeste in
our discussion group.

Read the.Pilpface, Intoduction and ChaptefOne of
Langer's'Encyclopedia of World History.

Read the Table of Contents, Chapter and Paragraph headings
for a. text on World History ('seven times)-. or use
seven different texts.

Make whole 'learning charts for.sense of periodization
worl;'tcf. MS r History of ,Ideas - 42)

Use any of the other .suggestions for this.stage found in
the History of Ideas MS.

STAGE VI - Analytic Interpretive Ability

Books:
HedgigioOland the Fox
Cultures and'a Second Look

The True Believer 7.

Making of'a Counter Culture
al., The Limits to Growth

I. Berlin, The
t.,P* Snow, Two Cultures

Hoffer,
T. Rpstak, The
D. Meadows, et

L. Tolstoy,.War and Peace (use the two volume
edition and look for those sections that
deal:with Tolstoy's concepts of history)

See the movie or video versions?

L. Wiener, Leo Tolstoy o Education
H. Butterfield,.'Napolep
R. Holtmanp.Napoleonic_Revolution
D..Pinkney, Napoleons Historical Enigma-

Geylv Napdons For and Against
F. Markham, Napoleon . .

eNapoleon and the Awakening of Europe
M. Hutt, Napoleon
H. Fisher, Napoleon

,

I. Berlin, Four Essays. on, Liberty '
L. Tolstoy, Tolst0y1.s Writings on Civil DiSi)bedience

and non - Violence...
,D.-Tayldr,:tolstoy'sWar and Peaces Review Notes
R.IChristian,.*Tolstoys,ACritical.Introduction b

R. Matlaw,-Tolstoy: A Collection of Critical Essays
Henri Troyat, Tolstoy sr.

G. Noyes, Tolsto5r.
. *
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DEVELOPING YOUR .OWN SENSE OF HISTORY,

"HEDGEHOGS AND FOXES"

Go to the libratY and beprepared to discuss each
of the.individuals mentioned on MS-20

.

Do analytical booksareviOwe for,deverallooks (or several
individuals)frop the pointof view of the thesis.

e.

USE BOOK REVIEW DIGEST GET ZEROX COPIES OF
THE REVIEWS THEMSELVES .FROM SCHOLARLY JOURNALS

STAGEVII Abstract Hylvothetical Ability

"Write a 10-15 page seminar paper .on "MonAts. dualists
and pluralists"

.UsWHistorY Sy abuses and a.World'Perspective" by A. Lyall
E.H. Carr, t is History?
H. WieruazoWski, Medieval Universitites
C. Haskins, Rise of Universities
J. Best, Benjamin Franklin-on Education
I. Kant, On Education
J. RouSseau, Tit Emile r

Whitehead; The Aims of £d cation
L. Kenworthy, Studying the Worlda Selected. Resources.
4.14,,Zester. Doing History.
W.: Gray, et al., Historian's Handbook
E. Kent, Writing History
R. Ducharme et al., Bibliography for Teachers of

Social. Studiet
I. Tiedt, Unrequired Readings An.Annotated Bibliography.

for Teachers
A4 Sharrock, Home and-Schools A Selected Annotated

Bibliography
Association of Teacher Educators, Annotated Bibliography

on the. Professional;EduCatbn of Teachers
. J. Landman, Bibliography for Teachers

In this project you would, "unify"s'

The Hedgehog and Fox thesis;
The history of various monists and pluralists;
The history of education; and .

Your own view of the validity of this way
of looking at the past.

A very hard task. BUt worth trying.
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7
During the past two Weeks-there have been a number

of personal problems that .resulted in our not having
.yet-negotiated_our contracts with each other. I hope that

this week we will do

The. other major item in your expectations- was'that

w "walk through" the library to determine the resources
that are available for yodo I hoPe that we'can do this
as well -this_ week.

Two weeks ago I introduced the""hedgehog and
fox"..theme for the semester. I also brought in several
copies. of ..acinti.acs that students had negotiated with
rat school -and one completed contract that-showed
what can-,be done with a "failing" student.

.
Learning contracts can be an exciting and.

challenging prOceqs for both faculty and students.
If you use them in your teaching, you will be able_to
:Monitor the individualized growth of each of your,

students.

Last week," we' began talking about the histdrical

roots for the "hedgehog and fox" theory:

The resou es that we used were:

I.:Berlin, The Hedgehog and the-Fox.
R.-Lattimore Greek Lyrics
HerodotUs, The Histories
J. Bury, History of Greece)
I.'Mendelsohn, Religions of the Ancient

'Near East

We did a whole learning char and used linkage
exercises to tie together the vari s cultural threads

that stretched from claSsical suMer -Akkadiato
Greece to Rome to thegmiddle period and the modern,

age.

I have reproduced that chart on the following

page.

Soon I hope that you will begin taking responsibility
tor)bringing,in resources of your own on the topics

listed on MS-20. This is-an essential part of the
"open,classroom" format. Each person is free to choose

resources from the lists (or elsewhere) that are of

interest to them - but they are not free not to choose

something. All of the resources that you select can

be us d. on yoUr contracts this semester.
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MS-48

CONTRACT'S ,AND CONTENTS

You hayenow negotiated your contracts for the semester.
The process for one of you was tape recorded,- and yoU may
listen to the tape if you wish. The following were the
steps that we followed:2

1) I read your diagnostic materials:
Historical Sensitivity
Diagnostic Pre-test
Personaltistory Form

2) I madeiup a profile for You while I was reading
that was based on the diagnostic work and
A;lae, work that you have Aone so far:

Reading andNriting ability and speed
Analytic ability
Awareness of bias
Limitations of background work

6'-Areas of interest to you
_Areas where you need, work
etc.

3)- Then I made suggestions on the contracts that
you had already filled out:

Books and activities.that I thought
you could/should handle.

4) Then we negotiated. If yOu really. Aidn't want
to do something that I suggested, I tried
to explain my reasons, or suggest an
alternative

5) Finally, we'both\signed the contract and made
a xer.x 09-10Y.foraecurity. I haVe kept your
diagnotld work and will return it to you
after the post-test.

Step four is critical. Students must have the "power"
to choose from a list of suggestions what is really of
interest to them. If yoU use contracts in your teaching,
YOu will find that You have very definite ideas' about what
your student can /should do. Try to blend these expe6tations
with what students actually want 4to dop'

"Quality Control"

Building "quality control" into the contracts will be
your hardest task as a teacher. that is written on the
contracts must be so oomplete that it includes both a
quantitative expre88iOn of the work to_ba done - and a
qualitative statement of your expeCtationa. I don't have

(mu



MS-49

any easy solutions: to this problem. If you retain the
power'tO reject "low quality" work later, this is an
examination contract. If you abdicate"this power, then
all a student has to do is fulfill ,.the "letter of the
law "-and not-its "spirit ". This means that students
can "rip'off" a grade.. Since it is very difficult to
articUlate"standards for "quality", you should give
a great deal of thought to these :kinds of contracts..
I use several devices:

/

'1) Due dates for bibliographies And first drafts
These allow you,to see the work that students'are doing
while it isdn'process.: You can make suggestions and
critiques while:there is still time fob the student
to change the presentation.

2) Clear statements of Style- You might differentiate
levels of style (e.g. Narrative, Analytic, Abstract) and
articulate for your students what you think the dAfferent
levels of sophistication -are. This will allow yoU:to
reject a narrative paper:(storylelling re -hash) if the
student has contracted to do an analytic, paper. BUt here
you must have a rather complete idea of the qualitative
spectrum .that you are dealing with, and the capability
.of-the student to achieve along:it.

3) Cut off dates,after which all "grades" are at the ,

4iscretion of the instructor. This,technique tends to.
take care of the last minuteAate paper/" "all nighter"
-type. product that some students,are wont to submit. I
know that it is a sneaky teachi-St trick, but most students
who procrastinate on their work, and turn it in late,
will do,a pporer quality of work. I have used cut off
.dates in my classes:and th has made i .possible for me
to have some control over e student 1 alks in. two days
after the final post test w th a stack co unread teraX
copies, 'books and pUrchased apers and wants an "A"."),
(Such a case actually happened the first year that T e
contracts).

4) Developmental schema - the seven stages actually
have a built in quality control factor since the work-

,

advances in sophistication at each stage. If you use some/'
form of developmental approach, You will assure that 4
the quality:of your student's work will meet yoUr-
,expedn.tiont simply by where you place the bulk ofthat
student's work on thipspectrum.:

r

. At some point you plust'make a "trust decision'. however.
There are no absolute quality controls. And if you want
to include affective, growth along With paper and pen
cognitive growth in your students' contracts; you will
have to trust that they really do-want to learn. .You will
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be "ripped off' occasionally (.how will you know, for
example, that a student has spenttwo hOurs in a library
looking at historical atlases) butto,build a system
based upon super secure CheCkS and1Counter-checks
(i.e. not on trust) seems to me to be in the long
run counter-productive.'The student will actually be
cheating him/her self anyWay.

It is for.this reason that Iuse contracts with
grades only because I have-to. ideally, learning.contraqts
should not have punitive quality controlS. The is now
suffidient-eviden4e thpt "grades have "almost no
correlation withthe quality of students' work (cf.
WAD 7JA-GET?) and it is almost.like'a doctor trying to.
"grade" his/her patients to build such an artificial
system. But we must nonetheless survive in a system
which is based on gradi, so for the time being the
idea of a,"gradecontract" is at bep a."half-,way house"
with all of the advantages and disadvantages of such a
state of limbo.

Library,

We have walked hrough the Lesley Library and you
are now familiar, with the reference, periodical.and

.

,index sections. You will note that the standard procedure
for using a library is:

Bibliographies of Bibliographie8

Bibliographies and IndcbxeS./(Indices?)

e. .AHA Guide to Historical Literature
Aarvard Guide to American History
Reader's Advisor) :

International Index
BiographY'andex
ERIC ;.

etc.
a,

Journals

Primary Source materials

Secondary Source,materials

Tertiary Source materials

I hope that you, can get your students to follow this
proceSspbecause it is, ust the opposite of?.what.most
students actually do in a library (i.e. they go first
to the encyclopedias = teritary.sources).

We will set up a time to meet at the Coply library
(Beston Public Library) next week.'

000sa
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EVALUATION SEMINAR_

List all of the-things that you have done so far-this
.

semester (Vooks, activities etc.) fdr the counterpi

Evaluate your own work. thus fart:

Evaluate the work of the instructor thus fart

00054
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Evaluation

"Evaluation shOuld' always help - not hurt.,"

1 "Ali self-evaluation."

If'yoUabcep theSe two concepts of:eValuation, your view
of eval-latiO ,processes: will change considerably from the
traditiOnal'"red pencil! mentality ".

o

evalUatiOn should not be an "after,-the-fact"
-critique alone (although this is a part of evaluation).:.
Rather. it. should be a continuous process with feed-back
going to your students every day.' This alloWS them to
thange..an4 grow on ,the' basis of yOur articulated expectations.

Second, people hear\ arld learn only what they want to
hear andlearn.jn thelong run your students willnot
retember what they do not wish to remember. Therefore,
the 'only. meaningful;evaluation that you wile find.in
your classes will be the. evaluation that students do
foi. themselves. What do they know? What dO they remember?
Why do they remember one. thing and forget another?

Traditional examinations measure only what the
teacher wants to measure. To the extent that students
also mant to measure the same things, the examinations
are valid. Since open classrooms blend the expectations
of stlidents,teachers and institutions, I have nothing
against ,the` use of tests and examinations - so long as

-.,the-teacher '(and the school) understands that what they
want to meadUre may have nothing to do with' the actual
learning that students do. pl,don't think students should
make up their oirn tests (or grades) any more than I think
that only -the teacher should be responsible for testing
`and measurement (or the school.- through general "board
exams" for that-matter).

JUst as a teacher knows whether he/she is sluing a
good job,. so also do students know Wheh they Are proud
or ashamed of heir-own work. When students.are.taUght
to measurethetseiVev solely by their teachers' standards,
they lose all self respect. When teachers are_heId
accountable. only thropgh standards set by their administrators
or school boards, they lose their sense of professionalism. -

"Manipulation. is not a bad thingo",
-Old Russian Proverb
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Hedgehogs and Foxes-

Jeare now weld. into the topic, of hedgehogs and
foxes., It should be clear that'the topic is merely a
means for, exploring the hfStstory of the whole world
in one semester. We could have choSen a number Pf other
topics Cart, technology, politics, etc.) that would
have served equally well. The blend of your interests
with my own determined the choice.,

The main point is that in all Othe discussions
so far, we have been using whole learning chartS and
developing a sense of periodization at the same time
that we are doing analytic and abgtract thinking li.e0
we are working at all 4.ren stages,simultaneously1

1
Interms of applying this,method to_your classroOms,

first find oust what "kind" of history your students
are interested in (intellectual, diplOmatic, social,
etc.) then.try to articulate several over-arching themes
which can be explored in these areas. Allow the students
to choose - and then add your own professional judgments
to "fill out" the syllabus.

a

This is the format-of the modular syllabus.

Operant forces:

centrifugal/centripetal
explosive/ implosive
-light/ dark
'aggressive active/ aggresSiVe passive
Utough minded/ tender minded
people of action/ people. of ideas

Content

examples

King Darius/ Scythians
Napoleon/ Kutuzov
Job (god-and the devil)
the "engineer" and the "artist"
Peter and Paul
Aquinas and AugUstine
Loyola and Luther
Confucius and Buddha

,MoniSt - Dualism -Pluralism

"Train up a child in, the way that he shall go,
and when he is old he will not depart from it."

-The Bible
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CONC,EPTS OF UNIFIED EDUCATION
24!40

As a learning mc3e1,,Unified Education is not new. Most
philosophers of education pay some sort of due to the "holistic"
and "integrative" aims of "whole person" learnidg.

In practice,,hoWever, institutions of learning of all sorts -
including.libraries, factories and offices as well as schools-
have tended to follow a traditional liberal model for education.This model emphasizeS.rationalization of probleM6 and curricula into,discreet -units. It stresses:specialization and division-of learning

disciplines.

Liberal eduCatiOn has been the domina9f mode for learning in theUnited States, throughout the ips',1 150 years. And it has served uswell. We have produced a goodly number of architects who are
philosophers...and office workers who are poets. All this while
at the same time eduCating brain surgeons, molecular biolOgistt'and specialists in 18th century coionihl social

However, as our society has grown more interdependent duringthe past fifty years, a number of problems have arisen that
cannot be solved by rationalization and division. Problems likeoverpopulation, energy, urbaniZation, alienation, poverty,
resource allocation - and indeed problems of soul and spirit -
these'cannot be solved by aggregating specialists from a'
variety of disciplines.in "panels" or "advisory-commissions".
Forty specialists from ten disciplines cannot solve a multi-
faceted problem unless they can transcend the boundaries
of their own training. This is the functidn of Unified Education.

. In this sense then, Unified-Education is not really
inter-disciplinary - or even multidisciplinary. It is'uni-
disciplinary. It accepts as valid the concept of synergy
articulated by William James: that the whole of a problem is morethan the sum of its parts. To be unicdisciplinary means to have'a whole new general pei'sp6-ctilie abbut.a situation. It elWaystranscends the:specific.

"Generalists". need not be thought of as "wool gathering"
utopians. It is possible to have a sense of discipline (in the
narrow meaning of that word), .about the "undefined". It is possibletoffollow orderly procedures and logical processes,whiledealing with open ended and diffused problems. A holistic
perspective cad be just as rigorous as a careful dissection4
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These then are the general attributes of Unified Education:
a holistic perspective; a urildisciplinar, methodology; and, a
rigorous approach to generalization!

The Scylla and Charybdis of Unified Education are fantasy'
and fabrication. Without solid exPerientialdata from a.wide
Variety of sources the unified model breaks down. It becomes
either a pleasant dream world or an artificial construct.' People who
eMploy the unified approach during thp next ten years should avoid
these doul.:: dangers.

The stru tures for leaning that they create should have
validity in terms of the three attributes listed above.

I hesitate to suggest it, but my tentative concision is that
a pervasive dedication to humanism is one of the most logical,
rudders for unified educators to employ. I am wary of this since
I know-the pitfalls found-in a todrigid adherence to any "ism".
Nevertheless, the ethics of a.unified-perspectivAe should be
clearly articulated it it is to have universal validity.

The central problem of developing a holistic perspective
is the creation of a time/content grid. There are noi"final"
solutions for problems. Learning about a situation that is in
process is itself a process. WhiteheacPs perception of
Process in thought must be pluggea into a never ending SystematiC
.collection-analysis-orojection.spectrum. This spectrum is infinite.
For example, ,a problem such 'population is never static. Strategies
'pr dealing with this prdbl must be based on a continuing process
of collectiOn of informatio , analysis and projection of goals
(note: never statements.of 'conclusion").N This sort of amorphous
process is never' "tidy -A"-

Change is endemic. A Unified perspective simply'admits its
impotence to 'conquer flux.

The central , problem of a uni-disciplinary methodology
is that its ground rules are continuously changing..One holistic
problem may be approached in one way,.While yet another.must
have a vastly different set of procedures.

I believe (and again I hesitate to affirm this) that a
metaphorical methodology seems to me be the best approach
to most whole leaarning problems. Conceptual analysib,
perceptual analysis ancrproduct analysis seem, wholly
deficient to me as methods of approaching whole problems.
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William Gordon's work with metaphors as creative change
agents seems to me to be on the right track. Methodological,
he approaches "solutions" through metaphorically induced
flashes_ of insight. It is a "chicken and egg": problem
whether metathorrs change situations or situations change
metaphors.

In any case,-whateVer uni-disciplinary methodology is employed,
the emphasis for the problem solver should be iconoclastic
and transcendent. The primary mode should always be to "get above"
the problem or situation. To see'it with the roving eye of the
eagle rather than the stationaly view of the rock: Esdhewing
the stable comfort of the "ftmiliar" is the hardest task for
novices who wish-tqpractice unified learning and teaching.

Finally, the central pre-again adopting a rigorous
approach 'co generalism lies in the reluctance of generalists
to .)osit fixed point statements while events are in flux.
There is more to be done, they cry. "We cannot project at this
point without more data".

There is never enough data. Aspiring to wholeness is.not
the same as aspiring to completeness or totality (in fact, the
latter seemantithetiC to wholeness).-The whole is what exists .

at this prpsent moment. Decisions must bemade and projections
offered -L with the same_tentativenessr and the same sureness -
that characterizes 4the sea gull:swooping tulards a suspicious
shadow.

To hide from gefteralizatiOns under a cloak of professional
specialization is wrong. To avoid projection while further
collection of data is going on is wrong. To be:afraid:to be
tentative is wrong.

The solution to this problem seems to me to lie in a':
ind of "positivism" that is willing 'to make projections
'le at the_sadte time remaining o to revisions.

In sum, the philosophy of Unified Education is
holistic, uni-disciplinary and generalist. The Problems raised,
by these attributes are the attendant difficulties in
collection/analysia/projection on a time/content grid; the
flux of methodological ground rules; and the tentativeness

D
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of generalists to "project" while they are in a stage of
collection and analysis. The solutions to these problems
tklat I would posit at this point are:Aa humanistic ethic,
a metaphorical method, and a positivist stance.

;Personal note: I coined the term Unified Education
in Decemex7,, 1969 at a conference on alternative3in education
in New Yor*gity. I did so because there were basically'
two "camps" at that conferences the free school people and
the open classrOdm people. Neither group seemed to be dealing
With the prdblem of institutional structures which fragmented
peoples lives (though at the time I thought the free school
people were "getting-it together".) The "do your own thing"
mentality of the free school people turned me off. The
fact that the open classroom people were on the'brink of
moving into behavioral modification, performanceObjectives:
and cost accounting Methodologies seemed to me tolope. anti-
humanist,and:a perverse mechaniZation of what to me is a
beautifully flowingjearning process. So,I pp;sited a
whole problem, whole person, whole learning philosophy as
an alternative to the fragmentation that seemed to

k, pervade both camps.

Since that time I have been trying to articulate an
institutional framework into which the philosophy of
Unified Education could be incOrporated. And I have field
tested a few *nified Educational techniques in my classes
(our discussion for next week).

Again,,,the philosophy of Unified Education is not new.
It is an amalgam of many philosophers ideas. What is new
is the atterpt to create institutional forms and individualized
techniques to mItch the word that others -have used.:
'(Cf. Evergreen State College).,

Similarly, I coined the term "teachism" last year to
describe the range of attitudinal forms that teachers
exhibit which are analogous to "racism" and "sexism" in
their variety and subtlety. I will add a section to this
modular syllabus later on.this concept. I mention it now,
because I believe that the liberal model,the open classroom
model and thiq free school model_have not addressed the
problem of teachism - and I hope that the Unified Educational
model will.

ts
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TECHNIQUES OF UNIFIED EDUCATION

I believe that teachers have been using unified
educational techniques for years now, .soothey-are by
no means "new" ideas. But what is new is the attempt
to articulate a system of such techniques that can.be
used at all levels. of learning.

=LE LEARNING CHARTS

"What you knOw, you know; What you don't know, you
don't know."

Stop time for a moment - what students know at that
moment is what they know. It makes little difference what
they learned .a week ago - or what they will learn a week
hence. Memory is inaccurate and incomplete - prediction is
unreliable -Nn"'-ecy is uncertain. What exi-f7 at the
present moment in the minds and feelings of your students
is what really exists.

The aim of all "whole" unified educational techniques
is to capture the moment.

So much Of education t()day is geared to the idea that
what you learn today you will use tomorrow. "Know the following
.dates because....".This is not necessarily a bad thing. But it
should he only at small part of the'learning process rather than
its dominant -motif. /If a teacher conceives of his/her function
in Dicken's terms of "f ill.ng up empty heads with facts", then
education is sure to fai

It is a quite different approach to start with what a
student actually knows at a particular momentJThis is the
basis of whole learning: When you initially ask students what
they know about a.particular thing they will usually say
"Nothing". In reality,,they Ahylmow a great deal but have
never integrated their thinking in such a way as to 'see-its
wholeness. For example, If you ask a class "What do you know
about Africa?" and then write down the bits and pieces of
unrelated responses, it wi J I soon become apparent that

vthereill be a great many, agmentary bits of information
\x.

available. The function of the whole learning chart is
to integrate these fragmentZ - to find patterns - and to
help students begin to feel that they do indeed knOw...
something.
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Ask your students what they remember about yesterday -
`or last week or last,month, Record these remeMbrances on
a large wall chart and point oily the differences in their
perceptions of the events that they. have had a shared
participatiOn

A whole learning chart can be a graffiti board in its
snlplest form....or it can be a sophisticated time/content
grid with gepgraphy and chronology as the Matrixes:...or it
can a three dimelpional model.

--IN' a

In 'any cas it is a "context". This is its function.
Studeits remeber ore when what they learn is in a context
that starts With hat they know and goes on to add,, sthe
unfamiliar.

w
A
In practical terms, you can use whole learning charts

bygpapering a whole wall at the beginning.of the semester.
Indicate large chunks of time (Perio6ization, civilizations,
etc.) and-Include the potential for present aid future
happenings: 6

5billion BC
Asia

Africa

Europe

The Americas

1974 . 2001AD

The school

Any time during the year that a new block of time
is introduced - or a new event or person mentioned - place
an entry on the wall;

You might also paper,another wall and have the
geography of its gridinciude feelings inside oneself...
or relationships with people close to oneself.

You can use "rip-off charts" of large newsprint 7

doa whole learning,exercise:for each day and allow students
to take them home..

Encourage students to take notes'in class.(or while they
are.reading) on a whOle learning chart form. The totesyii14
make more sense to them. if they are in a chronological or
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Whole learning charts are the key to contextual learning.4
always try to describe forests on them. rather than trees.
Emopasize the general rather than the specific.. Begin with what
pe6ole'already know and add the unfamiliar. The teachers
job, is to initiate the organization of disparate parts into
a coherent whole. For example, street periodization before
you stress dates, names and events.

e
'Paste maps, pictures,.charts, slogans, xerox copies of

biographies, etc. onto the whole wall chart in their
proper contexts. When a wall is full, take time to:make
reduced sized charts (or polaroid pictures) for each
student.-Onlyithe major things Itill'stand out.. These are.
the things that stvdents will .remember particularly the
TV generation.

-Through whole learning exercises students will be
encouraged to posit statements on the basis of liMited knowledge.
Allow them to do this. It will give them a sense of their power.
Never say (or imply) to a student that "you don't know enough,
therefore you should keep quiet until you have read all the
books that I have read." Build student's self respect by
emphasizing their strengths (i.e. starting where they are
.really at),.

LINKAGE EXERCISES

Another unified education technique is the use of
,linkage (association) exercises. Try to help students
discovet links between seemingly disparate events, names,
occurances, cultt.1Tes, etc.

Set up special tines in the classroom when the
conversation '"floats" easilyrfrom point to point on the
basis of one student's triggering an associated response
from another. Follow the links wherever they go.

Butat the same time the teacher's role is to try to
fit the linked conceptsj_nto generalized patterns:and to help
students articulate why they moved from one subject to another.
It lip imperative that teachers articulate these contextual
patterns and point out what appears to them to be the reasons
for the linkage. Studentt will soon pick up on this technique
and be able to articulate for themselves. why they think
one idea leads to. another.

This kind of training will be invaluable later for students
when they are askjRd to solve problems.
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For example, give the students a word or a problem
and ask therN, to "play" with it - examining it from_each of
their different4erSpectives. Comment on how one student will
perceive a word4(or a problem) in an entirely different way than
will another student.

These exercises will strengthen student's abilities to
articulate and integrate. Linkage is the basis for a multi-
linear sense of chronoldgy (Stage V Phase Z.above). But it is
/=rger than this. It F key to how peoples' minds work.
Most people° remember well through-association and they utilize only
that which is relevant at a particular moment. While )hey
are working on a project (e.g. the study of the CiviT War)
they become "experts" if they find utility in theiritflowledge.
[soon they yill forget much of theircontent learning... but
;they will-not forget the "way"-in which they learned it...
'`this is the justification for linkage training,

WHOLE PROBLEM SOLVING EXERCISES -

Often students are aksed to solve problems by dividing
them into, units. They run to the dictionaries and encyclopedias
to "define" words and "research" events. They are taught to
avoid generalizations and preSent ideas in terms of specific-
agreed upon tertiary source definitions of fragmentary and
narrow "solutions".

ReverSe this process. Turn it upside down. The result
of definition and division in problem solving is that 'students
seldom See the "whole" problem. They deal oily with its parts.
(e... g. the economf_c implications of,... or the social implications
of

Many students 'study Greek History, then RomarCHittory,-
then the Middle ages... but they. neverstudy world history
They never tee the whole world all.at'once. No matter how
adept they Ilecome at describing trees - they never get to the
point of seeing forests-

In setting up whole prbblems for your students to
make sure that the areas covered are multi-faceted. Help Students
integrate daa from a variety of disciplinary sources so that they
can.see problerrt4 solving as something more than just rationaliZation
and definitiOn. Maximimze plftrameters.

each student a Choice of a problem to solve each
week gear the problems to the .age and sophistication of
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each student.- se your creativity to come 'ap with problems
that are "process" problems (i.e. in a state of change).
FoiTexale, a high school class might be. asked "Where will
technolcv take CoMthunicationsin terns of personal
privaCy during the next twenty years?" Oran elementary
school student might be asked to "compare ZOOM on TV
this year with what you remember about it from last year -
then try to figure out what it will be like next year."

3'

Allow students to use social, ecodbmic,"historical, literary,
ethical,and Subjective personal data. ,HaVe theth come back the
Ifol lowing year and check their solutions against what, they
then perceive to be the case

1
47

Allow students to' posit :tentatie Solutions. Then check
these solution sometme'later to see if students want-to
change their minds based upon the new place that they

. find themselves in

This is the way real life whole problem solving
Should be done..You are teaching yOur students how to
solve process problems.

You will thus reinforce students' powers of selectivity
(in terms of sources) logNc (in terms of method) and
creativity-(in terms of speculation and evaluation). Allow
as much diversity: as oossible. One of your students may. come
up with a viable solution to the air pollution problem,
twenty years from now if she/he is trained in this technigde
now.

UNIVERSALS EXERCISES

ASkt.tidents to posit things that they believe td
be universally true- or universally false - or good for
all people = or 1-id fqx-oaLl people. Part of the fragmentation
that many people feel today stems from the learning patterns
hat they have established. If students can be trained. to
think (at least some of the time) in terms of universals,.
then there is a:possibility that they will develops a
"whole world" sense.

In 'the early years of schooling you might wish to
introduce universals throug-- "folk wisdom songs, tales,
ballads, etc. In later analysis, you canjhen deal with
ethniC differences, cultural analogies, etc. and still
-hhve a basic feeling of "humanity" maintained by the
students.
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you have done an archetype exercise this semester:'
ae dealt with the "hedgehog" and fox" archetypes as well
as the C.P. Snow thesis concerning two cultuiles.

The aim of these exercises should be fqr your students
to get alcove the particular and find expressions of similarity
(or difference) that can distinguish patterns.` your students
a list of seemingly disparateelements(e'vents, mathematical
figures, etc.) and have their posit archetYPe-s-

MODEL EXERCISES

Model theory in learning is fa*ly well, developed.
Look on the resource listfor a number of recent articles
thatdeal with the use, of Mos7.els in the classroord.

Again, the. aim of this Sort. of exerciSe'is to havei'students+
develop the ability*to'create real models (either verbal or
'phySical) from'or for an abstract set, of seemingly disparate,
elements. *

Ask your Students to cOnstruct_mOdels for all sorts
of-things , places, events, concetsAin that order). The more
adept they become at constructing models, the more they will
be able to visualize whole,problems.

Compare students models. Point out similarities and
diffetences in' each of their perspectives on a particular.
thing. Generalize from these perceptual differences to
problem solving, techniques in-which each individual has
a particular way in which they approach every problem.
lake sure that your, students know why they see things
differently from each other.

In its most' sophistiCated development, you should'-
be able to.have your 'students construct a model for
"justice", or "love" ; or "freedom".

a
Let students use their whole environment in constructing
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ANALOGY AND METAPHOR EXERCISES

People can be trained in the rigorous use of analogy
and metaphor at a. fairly early age. We talked in class about
-t-aening the concept in history that cultures do not always
"progress'. SometiMes they decay'. And I suggested that you
bring In a green banana on Monday and ask the children what
has lia7L-7;ened to ity Friday. This will develop a sense of
chro-lology (Phase 2 - see below) and at the same time
strel;Igthen people's concepts of "right tiMe" and "right
plce".

I would suggest, that you get a'bopy of-Bill Gordgn's
Book The Metaphorical Way and become familiar with'soMe
the techniques that can be used to stimulate creativi'e50

The main danger in using analogy in teaching.a sense
of history is that some teachers will fall back' on the old
saw that "History Repeats Itself". They will say: "Study
the Past So That You Do Not Make The Same Mistakes Twice".
This is rubbish.

Analogy is merely a tool by whien the familiar. can
be re-stated in a new way. Metaphors are merely toolg by
'which the familiar can spark insights into the unfamiliar.

EVOLUTION EXERCISES

Whenevempossible, try to help your students ar iculate
.gradual change. Often it is the case that teachers of istory

teach only those, events that are'"revolutionari",(i.e. in
the eyes of historians these events/are significant because.

they are crisis laden or drastic in some wid pread way).

The emphasis of whole learning is (and sh8bld be)
on both the micro as well as the macro world. Watch the
film Cosmic Zoom sometime (Canadian Film-Board).

Structure exercises that will emphasize slow development
over a long peri-K1 of time (long in this .case '.1'-=',ng relative
to the age of the student).

DEVIANCE EXERCISES

Teachers often teach (or exhibit) norms. Seldom do they
streIss deviance as a process for detennining norms. In terms, .

of whole learning and whole problem solving, it is essential ..

that pople.be aware of both the norms that they employ as
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well as the differences. that .preceded them.

For example, state a "rule or a "law "' and ask:your-
.studentsto think Of as many exceptions t6that rule'as:
possile'.,This will Sharroen.up,their ability
a'varietv of perspectives while at the same'time reinforcing
the need fOr norms.' ,

.1-NTEGRATIOfi EXERCISES

I ,

Circle exercises - Draw,a circle and inClude
within the circle all of the ramificationS of a
particular problem or event. Include everything:
.Anythought that anY,,student.hasiorcan.remeM)der'-
should be. placed randothly within the circle-.

The aim of this kind of exercise-is to-have students
develop' the, ability to Create a - simple Whole froth
a variety of complex parts.:

Citcumfr'ence exercises - Start at a partciular
point and go. thrOugh a step by step process of gettin4
back to the.:saffie point. Plot these points on a circle

.

Spiral exercises' Once.students.are able to do both
of the above'well4 try stretching the circles out into
spirals. Then integrate various spirals where they

.toucheacn other. This will prepare. students for a
Phase 3 ,(Stage V) sense of.chronOlogy (see.'belOw).

Yod will havetotake these generiC exercises and develoP
uour own:specific applications for the age group ofstudents.
fiat you are servin

All of these ideas are-lairly newto me, and."I haVe
not-had the time to think through their implications fulfYi
What is at stake however, is clear: this is an attempt
to rationalize system for teaching,certin.Ways of thinking,.
reasoning, probl em solving and decision making that seem to
meto be an ,important pat of .the "hidden "µ curricliwrCat the
moment. Teachers already use these devices and tOchniclue's.

But most often it is an intuitive sort of thing.' I hope that
we can develop a systematic (and theiefore replicable) model
ffor the teaching of "wholeness".

v
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TEACHING AND,DEVELOPIGASENSE OF
it;...."- C RONOLOGY

N.B. Please review the sections in t is syllabus on chronology
(MS 14 ff.) as well as the sections of he Iii_story of Ideas

----....../

SyllY:,.7.s(MS 11, 55 etc.).
-1

-66

The first, and most important; point alpout teaching
a sense of chronology is that

TEACHERS:THEMS,ELVES MUST HAVE A SENSE OF CHRONOLOGY.

They cannot paSs on what they themselves dO not.feell

Having a sense of chronology means having a sense of
time - PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE TIME. 7114,s means a sense of
duration. And foa generation "in search a future" it is
a critical ele nt in their education.

I am impressed by the fact that,' very few teachers' of
history or social studies that I meet haVe'a ,sense'ofq.
petiodization. They have'neer "gOtten.it together" enough
to be able to close their eyes and see the whole wOrld's
history all at once.

Did the reformation come before.the renaissance? --.
Were the MongOlEmpire, the Viking expansiofi and the
RenaisSance-all'happening at the same time? Was the
Kingdom of Songhai hapl)ening.at the same time as'the'
AztecEmpire? Few teachers can sit down andmaklia whole
learning chart that includes the history of twe),:ty Or thirty,
major civilizations (and periods within' civilizations)
that existed. during the,past five thousand yearp...

They
Middle. Ages,
of the past

teach Greece, theimthey teach Rome,.-then the
etc.... but thekre;stionships... the wholeness.
is neiTeri- transmitted to .their students because

they do not themselves see it.

Without a senseof duration - a senseof time -:there,
will not be a generation of s6.tdentsprsiOared to.illan for the
future.. cAnd note, the word 'is 'plan" - we talked about the
difference between "living fOr the future" and\"planning
for the future" - delayed. gratification should be a sparingly
used seasoning 'at the gourmet. table of theVresent - or as
Janis Joplin says:'"Like sae Iearned.on the traire- tomorrow

never comes - all the'samefuckin' day.")
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In terms of future history, this means that teachers
must STOP TEACHING EISTORY Asa THOUGH IT-IS.NOTHING BUT THE
DEAD PASF.:... chock-full of facts and dates.

izt the teacher knows4right now is what history
actually is.

Techniques - STAGE V (SENSE OF CHRONOLOGY)
Phase 1 (Linear Sense of Chronology)

1) AlWayS teach forests instead of trees. This is
"just the opposae,of most history teaching
now being done. Stress general periods
.rather than specific events, dates or people.

a

2) 'Use age charts, family charts circle charts,
whole learning charts, building block,
construction stuff, strung beads or
'dissimilar objects, to teach a sense of
linkage. Linkage is the earliest and
most rudimentary sense of chrbAology.

3) Use, personal histaries, medical records, biographies,
journals., diaries, chronicles to teach sequence.

-

4) Use growth,charts and 'developmental shema (e.g. measure
student's physical growth by months instead of
inches) to teach students the relationship of
time and space.

5) Use myths, legends, fairy tales, and fantasy to
teach a concept of past and future time. Use media
to ge-e student to "feer= the past and the future.

Do the "sub stop" test: do people know: what is
coming next in a sequence?

) Bring a stack of old newsp4pers into the classroom.
and let students cut out a series of cartoons
covering several years. Have them note the
chaftges that the people go through.

8) Keep a collection of old (and'very old) calendars.
When ygli are'talking about 1933 bring out the
Calendar (with its pictures) for that year.

9) Do the same with old telephone-books, Sears Roebuck
catalogs, etc.

1,p) Make a video-tape chronicle from TV.
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11) Do whole learning charts for each day, each
week, each month, each:year... always leave
room'for the future.

. 12} Have students do "prediction" exercises to develop
their sense of future history.

Phase 2 Multi- Linear Sense of Chronology

In :These 2 people should begin to be abl*Ii to apply
the kinds of thinking that go.beyond. f;tages 4-IV (this is the
basic emphasis of Stage V - Phase 1 sense of linear chronology).

All students should have a'strong sense of Phase 1 linear
chronology by the time they lecve 6th grade. They should also
have begUn working on the mare.sophisicated Phase 2 level.

Apply the techniques listed abOve (MS 58-65) for
Unified Education at this level. Usethe analogy, metaphor,
model theory, Integration; DeViance, Archet-roe, and
Evolution exercises to teach students hoW to develog
relational awareness between Cnings, events and concepts..
This is more than jugt "stringing pearls' (as in Phase
Wit you must now do is teach students to find relationships
between :things that are causal, circumstantial and
p:edictable rather than capricious

Turn circles into spirals - then cross spirals
at points that make sense.- For example, make a
sriraIffor Hebrew culture and anotper for
Ethiopian culture - have them croA"s at the
Legercbf the Queen of Sheba and King Solomol.
Or cross the Vikings with the American Indians.
Or the Mongols with the Russians.

2) Use analogy and metaphor exercises for ages of
plants, animals, cultUres and ideas.

3) Have students take time trips and make time
4 capsules.

. t1
4) Start wit) the present and move into a museum

slowly b decades' (neVer jump batik a thousand
years in_ohe.leao and expect your students to
follow you - time is space.)

5). 'Go to graveyards and coutty courthouses when
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birth and death records are kept. Note the
difference between crumb ling artifacts and
shiny new things.

44'
6) 2,1ake maps - how long did it take Columbus to

get to central America - :then call Pan Am. -and
find ot-. what their flight schedules are.

7) Get calendars and clocks from all over the world.

a) Have students sit with their eyes closed and tell you
when a minute is up. Point oWt the differenCes in their
own conceptions of time = and then see how their'
senses of time change throughout a year.

9) Teach, anachronisms.

Phase 3 -
0
Three. Dimensional Sense of

Chronology

Veryflaw peopld that'I have met have this kind of
a sense of chronology. It is an art'form and a philosophical
posture. It is a sense of perspective more than a knowledge.

1) Do universal exercises and try to add model exercises
which will create a visual concept. for alUbf the
histories of all of the peoples of the world past
present and future.

(P.S. I dont have this sense of hronology yet. q.)

) .om7uters, atomic clocks, etc. 71<e your own
ClOcks'and calendars (one hundred minute hours etc.)

3) Use science fiction.
.

4) Be'careful not to .flip out.
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Conclusion

been a very short semester.

-Have we m,=.,t our expectations by this course? Did we
:;lend the expectations that each of us (plus Lesley College)
bail, for gnat it means to explore "Open Classroom Teaching
for Soc.lal. Science Teachers"? IP

b.

"What yau know, you know,"

PleSse keep 'in. touch.


